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Hello. I am a fast, creative and conscientious designer with a strong visual
style, tasteful understanding of colour, type and composition. Graduating
in 2004, with a degree in Print and Publishing Production (HND) from the
University of the Arts, and since gained fifteen years commercial experience.
I have a solid background using the Adobe CS, Sketch, InVision, InVision
Studio, Figma, Zeplin, HTML5 and CSS3, with a fondness to illustrate by
hand. I thrive collaborating on a team, independently or remotely from my
studio. An ability to multitask efficiently and prioritize on projects effectively
— from conception through to completion and within deadline. Experience in
UX/UI design and build, print design, typography, animation, branding and
brand management. Comfortable working in-house and client facing.
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PFIZER
UX | UI | PROTOTYPING | SKETCH

I was asked to redesign an outdated
ecommerce site for Pfizer Access aimed
at small-hold chemists and consisting
of approximately 41 pages. The former
site was confusing, poorly executed, text
heavy and led customers to need constant
telephone support. It was important to
the client that the site look ‘fresh’, ‘clean’
and ‘inviting’ and ultimately be easy
to use. Due to urgent time constraints
I was unable to run any qualitative or
quantitative UX testing and all UI designs
were based solely on the client’s own
research and customer analysis. I used a
tight brand palette from an existing style
guideline and brought these colours into
the stock illustrations for cohesion. Taking
full advantage of accordian elements to
compress large blocks of type, I also used
bold blocks of colour gradients to lift the
content and create a navigational flow
through the site.
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SAMSUNG
DIGITAL DESIGN | RETOUCHING | UI DESIGN

Working on the Samsung Galaxy A40
phone launch, responsible for taking
desktop designs and reconfiguring the
elements to suit mobile effectively and
make recommendations where needed.
Also responsible for creating these high
resolution pack shots of the phone fanned
out. PS work includes shadows, cutouts,
aligning the typography and changing the
A40 phone frame colour to match the four
actual models I was given access to prior
to launch.
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SAMSUNG
BANNER DESIGN | PHOTOSHOP

Samsung homepage banners promoting
savings across three mobile product lines,
the main priority was to keep the banners
completely consistent, hence the clean
approach with little deviation.
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SAMSUNG
DIGITAL DESIGN | RETOUCHING | UI DESIGN

Part of the A40 Galaxy Launch for
Samsung. Responsible for reconfiguring
the desktop version for mobile and
advising of any constraints along the
way. Worked closely with the front-end
developer and copywriter in a sprint
environment.
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GREEN PARK CONTENT
UX | UI | PROTOTYPING | UX RESEARCH

This client came to me to pitch a rebrand
of the Unilever Food Solutions site. I
analysed the user flow and worked closely
with the client’s research. Aimed at chefs
in the aged healthcare sector, the pages
offer advise on how to create meals for the
elderly with Unilever branded goods. After
initial meetings I drew up a component
level wireframe of the homepage alongside
a moodboard. The two designs spans
six pages and is targeted towards the
Australasian market. The first design is my
own and the second takes influence from
the Netflix interface.
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GREEN PARK CONTENT
MOODBOARD FOR UNILEVER FOOD SOLUTIONS

GREEN PARK CONTENT

Wireframe – version 1

AGE CARE

ESSENTIALS

UX | UI | PROTOTYPING | UX RESEARCH

INTRODUCTION TO AGED CARE | ROLE OF FOOD | RESIDENTS PROFILE | ROLE OF CHEFS | HOW TO TRAIN YOUR TEAM

Carousel which gently moves through each
of the five essentials sections

NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

HYDRATION REQUIREMENTS

MENU PLANNING
IN AGED CARE

PLATING AND
PRESENTATION

DEMENTIA AND FOOD

MENU PLANNING
CHECKLIST

FOOD SAFETY

MENU OCCASIONS
AND CONSIDERATIONS

MEAL PLANNER
TOOL

BASIC TECHNIQUES
Agnatem id magnimi ligenda conse nulparum es ex etus
nectatur. Aperum quidiorehene nonse volum re milignis
ipsandi quati conem repudi dem restion sequiam, alitiis
nonet

READ MORE

FLAVOUR LAYERING
Agnatem id magnimi ligenda conse nulparum es ex etus
nectatur. Aperum quidiorehene nonse volum re milignis
ipsandi quati conem repudi dem restion sequiam, alitiis
nonet

READ MORE

TEXTURE MODIFICATION
Agnatem id magnimi ligenda conse nulparum es ex etus
nectatur. Aperum quidiorehene nonse volum re milignis
ipsandi quati conem repudi dem restion sequiam, alitiis
nonet

READ MORE

EVENTS

Video

*

INSPIRATION

EVENT TEMPLATE DOWNLAOD

Agnatem id magnimi ligenda conse nulparum es ex etus
nectatur. Aperum quidiorehene nonse volum re milignis
ipsandi quati conem repudi dem restion sequiam, alitiis
nonet

WORLD CUISINE

TYPES OF PROTEIN

#

Agnatem id magnimi ligenda conse nulparum es ex etus
nectatur. Aperum quidiorehene nonse volum re milignis
ipsandi quati conem repudi dem restion sequiam, alitiis
nonet

SPECIAL DIETS

MEAL OCCASION

STICKY FOOTER
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GREEN PARK CONTENT
EDITORIAL DESIGN | INDESIGN

Brochure outlining how to cater for people
with dysphagia.
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THE WHITE COMPANY
UX | UI

The digitization of The White Company
printed catalogue is a large-scale
project which aims to convert a huge
print publication into an engaging and
interactive ecommerce microsite. By
employing UX design laws & UI principals
and includes video, animated copy &
product GIFs, fluid layout and scalable text
I aimed to create a unique experience for
The White Company customers without
loosing any of the shopping experience
they are familiar with in print.

SCREEN 1
Lead with video which plays after five
seconds (without sound, adjustable if
required). Using video previously shot
gives the client the opportunity to use
footage captured on location.

SCREEN 2
Each section is clearly defined
with photography and enriches the
customer’s user-experience – creates
an clean navigation.

SCREEN 3
Rollover and hover effects reveal
copy.

SCREEN 4
Section enlarges filling the width of
the screen, carousels through key
photos from the section giving a
quickview of the page ahead.

SCREEN 5
First article within the section leading
with ‘inverted pyramid’ writing
style by placing the most important
products and information at the top
of the page. Smooth scrolling within
this section gently takes you to the
next section with ease.

SCREEN 6
Classic two by two grid which
translates to a four square horizontal
grid on desktop. These images
animate between lifestyle and
product shots intermittently.

SCREEN 7
Pack shots with interactive shopping
dots which pulsate slowly to give
the customer a hint of further
information if required.

SCREEN 8
On hover the dots expose a ‘shop
the look’ modal which glides up
from the bottom of th escreen and
mutes everything in the background
focusing the user’s attention.
The modal holds a carousel of
photography and product details.
Users can add products to their
basket easily and continue shopping
without the need to click away from
their shopping experience within the
catalogue.
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THE WHITE COMPANY
UX | UI

USER FLOW DIAGRAM

Users are guided into the catalogue via a
marketing email campaign and through
a main homepage which leads with video
& uses photographic navigation to funnel
customers into the six main section and
subsequent 24 sub-sections. The digital
catalogue would work in tandem with
the print version to alleviate pressure at
Christmas and act as a buying platform
for shoppers instore. Envisage future use
where user’s are able to browse instore
whilst buying products on the instore
ipads (designated instore digital lounges)
– so in effect user’s harness the store
as backdrop to the digital catalogue and
the staff are there to help find products
for customers to ‘experience’ their
tactile quality which we loose online. All
ecommerce transactions are handled by
the site and all items are posted to the
user. This way she is able to leave the store
— having done her Christmas shopping —
without any bags weighing her down. This
in turn means she may be more likely to
buy more gifts as a result.
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TOMMY PENTON
UX | UI | HTML5 | CSS3 | EMAIL

London based artist, the client wished to
retain the overarching look and feel of his
former site as well as have it work more
efficiently on mobile devices and be able
to sell his art online. Using a ‘mobile first’
approach with a progressive enhancement
strategy and built using HTML5, CSS3 and
Google API fonts. Fully assimilated with
social media. Ecommerce integration
through BigCartel including offsite
checkout with Paypal. Beta and usability
tested. Mailchimp setup which included
one email campaign to announce the
newly launched site to generate traffic to
the site.
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KIA
EMAIL | ANIMATION

Email designs promoting the newly
launched Kia Stinger to the existing
database of Kia customers interested in
high performance cars from their fleet.
I flooded the design with red to create
synergy with the featured car and form
the overarching tone – fast and luxurious.
Email features a video which I heavily
edited down so it’s could fit within the
constraints of a email design – view here.
This email resulted in a fast turnaround
of sign-ups to test drive the vehicle,
approximately 50 in the first hour which
was regarded as highly successful.
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NATUREJOBS
ART DIRECTION | GRAPHIC DESIGN | ANIMATION

I proposed the style of this project, keen
to instil a sense of classicism by the use
of black and white photography (inspired
by Irving Penn) and concise copy. Given
an open brief I devised a strategy to show
mutual respect for both employee and
employer whatever age, ethnic background
or gender.
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NATUREJOBS
ART DIRECTION | GRAPHIC DESIGN | ANIMATION

COLOUR

‘American Typewriter’ font used
throughout and a strict primary colour
palette for a more refined aesthetic.

Find exactly the
right job for you.*
FONT FAMILY

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

!@£$%^&*(){}:”|+±§

American Typewriter – Light
American Typewriter – Regular
American Typewriter – Semibold
American Typewriter – Bold
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NATUREJOBS
ART DIRECTION | GRAPHIC DESIGN | ANIMATION

Billboard design in situ and print adverts.
Budget constraints encouraged me to
scout internally within the company
for employees willing to model. I art
directed on shoot and commissioned
a photography and stylist. The design
approach and aesthetic is inspired by
Irving Penn. The upsurge in web traffic
was strong — over 20,000 signups in the
first week and many felt the design was a
confident move forward for the brand.
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THE TELEGRAPH
DIGITAL BANNERS | PHOTOSHOP

Broad advertising used across The
Telegraph site to promote their Personal
Finance email. I used the fifty pound
note as a background overlayed with
red from the title; it also subtly reminds
the audience of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer’s scarlet briefcase, which is
shown to the public each year before
announcing the budget.
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THE TELEGRAPH
DIGITAL BANNERS | PHOTOSHOP

Fashion section promotion for beauty care
brand Soap and Glory. The marketing for
this Telegraph campaign needed to reflect
Christmas and appeal to the specific
readership easily. As the promotion was
shortlived it required eye-catching sparkle
and a clean aesthetic without the need for
animation. The main hurdle to overcome
was fitting all products into the various
banner sizes, for this all products are
overlapped with precision so they look
like they’ve been assembled on shoot
and not with Photoshop techniques and
suitable use of drop shadows. A reflective
base is included to give the products a lift;
alongside a golden background to add a
clean Christmas feel with colours which
contrast perfectly with the products.
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DIFFUSION DIGITAL
INTERACTIVE PDF | INDESIGN

Shoreditch based digital agency Diffusion
Digital, who specialise in Shopify and
Wordpress sites, came to me to design a
one page interactive PDF. The case study
highlights the ecommerce site they’ve
built for Mary Katrantzou. The piece is fully
interactive.
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PRECIS
DIGITAL DESIGN | ADOBE PHOTOSHOP | HTML

The September homepage (L) aims
to bring one of the season’s prints to
the forefront alongside a dress which
features the print. As the season moves
into Autumn richer shades are adopted.
The October homepage design (R) leads
with deeper tones of red accompanied
by stripped back copy in the same hue
of colour. All overlayed copy is live and
incorporates rollover animations on the
CTAs to intice the customer.
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NATURE COMMUNICATIONS
BRAND MANAGEMENT | ILLUSTRATION | INDESIGN

Solely responsible for brand management
of Nature Communications. The first advert
includes an infographic used to show
the impressive growth of the journal, by
including the ribbons from the logo adds
a three dimensional touch to an otherwise
simple graph. The Bodoni font brings a
feeling of antiquity, important for a young
brand focused on gaining respect within
an established community. The second
promotes the journal’s ‘Impact Factor’ &
the subject areas covered interlaced with
my illustration. This is the strongest &
fastest growing journal within the company
portfolio.
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COBA
INFOGRAPHICS | BROCHURE DESIGN | INDESIGN

This report focused on investment within
UK TV production. The COBA (Commercial
Broadcasters Association) census
consisted of 24 matt pages printed onto
180gsm paper with a 280gsm cover
— 500 printed. Designed primarily for
government ministers and destined for
Whitehall, the report needed to be clearly
understandable, clean and bold to catch
the attention of those with very little time
on their hands. Brand colours overlay
photography, headings and graphs giving
structure to the sections.
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COBA
INFOGRAPHICS | BROCHURE DESIGN | INDESIGN

Additional pages and full page spreads.
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KEY FINDINGS
Investment in UK production


Overall investment in content (UK and non-domestic) by COBA members has
continued to grow at 5% a year since 2011.



Investment in UK production outpaced total growth at 5.5% per annum over this
period, reaching £725m in 2013.



Investment in first-run (i.e. new) UK production grew at an even higher rate of
7% a year.



Programmes commissioned by COBA members and PSBs, as well as inward
investment productions, are benefitting from the new high-end TV and
animation production tax reliefs.

Commissioning independent producers


The highest area of growth amongst COBA members was investment in UK
content from external producers, up 9.8% a year since 2011.



Overall, over a third of UK content investment from COBA members goes
towards supporting the independent production sector.



More than two thirds of independent investment is spent with smaller
producers.

The UK news hub

Dracula, produced by Carnival Films for NBC and Sky Living



The UK is an important hub for news and current affairs production, with
investment by multichannel broadcasters worth nearly £90m a year.



This investment in UK news production is growing at 2.8% per annum.



COBA Census 2014

|3
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ABEL & COLE
ART DIRECTION | MANAGEMENT
DIGITAL DESIGN | EMAIL

Organic food delivery company
specializing in organic produce across
the UK. I was taken on to oversee all
of their email designs including their
weekly newsletter (circa 55,000), regular
acquisitions emails and their ‘Nursery
Programme’ – a 16 week timetable which
introduce new customers to the company;
aimed at familiarizing them with benefits,
weekly recipes, website functionality and
orders logistics. Managed one junior team
member.
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SAMSUNG
DIGITAL DESIGN | PHOTOSHOP

Working across the entire Samsung
portfolio, these designs for the Samsung
Members web pages get uploaded on
a weekly basis, so fast turnaround was
imperative.
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PITCH DECK
POWERPOINT | LAYOUT | ANIMATION

Presentation for a fintech company which
deals primary in corporate investment in

DEEP DIVE — MEXICO

WHICH COUNTRIES TO TARGET FIRST AND WHY?

Bitcoin. Please download a sample of the
presentation here.
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MEXICO

#69

$16.9K
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$0.17
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~25M
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( R A N K )

THE PRESIDENT-ELECT PROMISES PRUDENT BUDGETING AND NO
TAX INCREASES, BUT ALSO SAYS HE WILL FREEZE PETROL AND
ELECTRICITY PRICES AND SUBSIDISE AGRICULTURE.
HIS ELECTION ADDS AN UNPREDICTABLE NEW FACTOR TO
NEGOTIATIONS OVER THE FUTURE OF THE NORTH AMERICAN
FREE-TRADE AGREEMENT (NAFTA), WHICH INCLUDES THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA.
ONCE A CRITIC OF NAFTA MR LÓPEZ OBRADOR NOW SAYS HE
SUPPORTS IT. BUT HIS ECONOMIC NATIONALISM RESEMBLES THAT
OF PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP, WHICH COULD MAKE IT HARDER
TO REACH AGREEMENT ON NAFTA.
SOME BELIEVE HIS PRO FARMING, OIL AND UTILITY MEDDLING
AND UNPREDICTABLE STANCE ON CORRUPTION, THE WEALTHY,
CRIME AND TRADE, COULD DAMAGE MEXICO.
WEALTHY MEXICANS ARE LOOKING OVER THEIR SHOULDER,
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COUNTRIES
G A T E W A Y

D I V E

TURKEY

C O U N T R I E S

DIGITAL & FINANCIAL METRICS

ISTANBUL

T O P

(CIRCA)

EXPECTED CRYPTO CPC $0.34-0.85
EXPECTED CRYPTO SEARCHES 1 MILLION PLUS
GDP OF CIRCA £17,000 (GOOGLE) - £26,000 (CIA)
BELARUS

GDP GROWTH OF 5% IN 2017 – UNKNOWN FOR 2018

PARAGUAY

HOUSEHOLD DISPOSABLE INCOME $16,900

T A R G E T S

EURASIAN – GOOD PROPORTION OF POPLATION IS WESTERN LEARNING —
MOLDOVA

PERU

TECH, FREE MARKETS, CAPITALISM, ETC.
SIZEABLE CITY DWELLING POPULATION, ACCESS TO THE INTERNET,

KAZAKHSTAN

HONDURAS

MOBILE PHONES ETC.

C I T I E S

|

P O P U L A T I O N

ANKARA
4,919,000

IZMIR

U S E R S

AVERAGE CURRENCY CPC $0.17

UKRAINE

VENEZUELA

GOOD BALANCE BETWEEN VOLUME OF LEADS, AND VALUE OF LEADS.

TOTAL

2,937,000

27,885,000

BURSA

I N T E R N E T

RUSSIA

GAZIANTEP

1,916,000

1,632,000

ADANA

T O T A L

ARGENTINA

~47M

MEXICO

RUSSIAN

SPANISH

14,751,000

SOME ATTRACTIVE DIGITAL FUNDAMENTS THAT WILL LIKELY LEAD TO A

1,730,000

COLUMBIA
COSTA RICA
& OTHER
NATIONS
P O T E N T I A L

R I S K

T H A T

E R D O G A N

M A Y

R E S T R I C T

T H E

C R Y P O

M A R K E T

–

S O

O P P O R T U N I T Y

M I G H T

B E

S H O R T

L I V E D

T I M E
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